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Name of the Player: Season 2015/16 Date:

Sam Walker 1. Review 22.01.2016

Position: Next Review Date:

Player LMC

GOAL:

3. Showing the player exactly what is expected from him and give him possibility to improve

This chart is a guidance for the performance appraisal:

Insufficient

Improvement needed

Meet the requirements

Exceed the requirements

Outstanding

Player is achieving the requirements on a regulary basis.

Player is exceeding the reqirements and is an important example for others
Player is always exceeding the requirements and is an example for other 
players in strenth, will and moral

1. The performance and moral of the player should be reflected over the last 6 months in order to 
review the standings of their table tennis and other related areas

2. Reflecting the strengths and/or topics which need to be improved

Player is not achieving the requirements requested in Ochsenhausen. 
Immediate improvement is needed
Player is often not achieving the requirements in Ochsenhausen. 
Improvement is needed.



Insufficient Improvement 
needed

Meet the 
requirements

Exceed the 
requirements Outstanding

Results

League Balance x

World Tour x

Challenger Series x

National Team x

Other Tournaments:

x

Comment:

Insufficient Improvement 
needed

Meet the 
requirements

Exceed the 
requirements Outstanding

Mental Area

Approach/ Attitude x
Fighting Spirit x
Persistence x
Humility x
Mood x
Identification x
Group Spirit x

x

Comment:
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Average Results:

It is your strong part, but we want to you to be even better and stronger there! This is the area where you will make real difference, so the idea is just like
in the physical part to find some aspects (how to fight in different ways, make your presence in the hall) where you are better than anyone! You have 
learned a good lesson about expectations, a lot more experience is about to follow. Think carefully and choose some areas where you can be top and that will 
guide you to be a top player as well.

You have done well in the league, your wins and results are remarkable for the first season in Bundesleague. This is the highlight in the results part while
national team and World Tour results were decent. Never mind of the ups and downs, work hard in practice and regularity will follow in all competitions. 
Definitely Challenger Series approach and results must be better, but you know that and significant change is expected there in the second part of the season.

Average Mental Area:



Insufficient Improvement 
needed

Meet the 
requirements

Exceed the 
requirements Outstanding

Physical Preparation

Strength/Stability x
Endurance x
Speed x
Balance x
Flexibility x
Power x

x

Comment:

Insufficient Improvement 
needed

Meet the 
requirements

Exceed the 
requirements Outstanding

Game

Footwork x
Forhand x
Backhand x
Passive Game (FH, BH, taking over) x
Above the Table (Flick, short-short, choop) x
Service x
Receive x
Far from the table (loobing, counter attack) x
Own game/style x
Stability x
Variations x
Consistency x

Average Game: x

Comment:
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Average Physical Preparation:

You have a good work ethic towards physical, that is pleasing, keep this way. Good and easy to work with you. Continue this way, improvement will follow.
Keep doing streching, even more than now. Try to find your weapon in your physical area, it can be endurance but you must have something that differs you 
from the others.

You have found lately your way of playing, your service game has become better so there are good signs of improvements. Still a certain level of basic work 
is ongoing however focus on your winning areas. Dig deeper and deeper, work harder on service-recieve game and keep the regular daily work. Your game in 
general is a lot down to your mentality where you could make good steps, so keep going!



Insufficient Improvement 
needed

Meet the 
requirements

Exceed the 
requirements Outstanding

Off Table Activities

Helping out ( Pick Ups, ect.) x
Planning/ Organised x
Flat x
Lessons (German/English)
Car (condition/ accident ect.)
Beeing on time x
Extra work x

Average Off Table Activities: x

Comment:

x

Comment:

Signiture Player
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OVERALL RATING

Signiture Observer

You are very important part of the group, you are well planned, you give your own input to your plan, that is great! In addition you have taken responsability
in the house, you do extra work so all is good in the off table activities. Keep this way and find your very own way in your table tennis and your game.
You can be well organised but in the same time a wee bit of `bad guy` when you play, go for it and find this mixture!

You did well in the first part, congratulations! Most important thing to mention is that you have reacted well to the difficulties and you have changed plenty of 
things. Remember: real change means when you act different in the situations than before! You can improve fast and once you believe that you can be a 
top player and you work for it keeping your expectations low than some miracles await you also. So just keep the way and go, go, go!


